From the Director

Like much of the rest of the world, the current pandemic has affected our program and outreach to mariners, mostly in terms of direct delivery of training. A very aggressive agenda of over fifty-eight courses in ports across Alaska and the rest of the U.S. were in different stages of coordination, only to have most of these courses canceled or postponed indefinitely in March.

We have adapted to the general social and economic shutdown by refocusing some of our education and training. We are adjusting our marine safety education efforts to include more distance delivery methodologies. We are also adopting in-person training guidelines that will help reduce the risk of transmission of COVID-19 and other infectious diseases. This includes reducing instructor-student contact time (especially indoors), use of face masks, social distancing, frequent handwashing, sanitizing of training gear, deep cleaning of training areas, and following other public health guidelines.

AMSEA’s office in Sitka, Alaska has been and will continue to maintain regular office hours. Usually, only one person is in the office at a time, however. Overall we have reduced staff coverage. However, with recently upgraded phone system, are able to take calls remotely and you can leave a voice mail message for any staff member that may be unavailable. We are being responsive to questions and needs of the public without missing a beat. But, pardon us if there is more of a delay in response at times.

Speaking about the location of our office, and in the context of our rapidly changing social awareness and public conversations, we find it important to remember the land and adjoining waters where we live and work was not originally “ours”. Although AMSEA has been doing work in reducing the risk in the marine environment since 1985, we are relative new comers compared to the indigenous peoples of our region. For thousands of years, they have dealt with marine safety risks in their far ranging maritime trade routes, in cold water and often difficult weather.

Our office in Sitka is on the traditional territory of Sheet’-Ka’ Kwaan, the people who live outside of ‘Shee’ or branch. Its name is geographically descriptive since our island is shaped like a branch and outside of it is the sea. It is a lyrical and appropriate place name for the ocean dwelling/dependent people who have lived here. Our offices are on the outside of the “branch” and whenever we look out the window, we are reminded of the gifts and the risks the waters offer.

As it has been for eons, the population of this vast stretch of coastal Alaska still depends on its waters for commercial uses, hunting and gathering, recreating, and transportation. When I transplanted to Alaska in the late 1970s, I was fortunate to immediately have as my mentors, tribal members who taught me my first marine safety lessons. These mentors were generous in sharing their... (continued on page 2)
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... knowledge and resources and I always felt invited and welcomed. I was told more than once, “Since we are sharing this life together, you are part of the history of this place now.”

Now more than ever, we recognize that we indeed need to be “in this together”. We are evolving and adapting to meet these new challenges in reducing marine casualties on many coasts of the U.S. despite the restrictions the pandemic has imposed. With the help of our instructors, supporters, board and staff we look forward to reinforcing past and present partnerships and making new alliances and projects. To everyone who has helped in this effort across the nation, a hearty Gunalchéesh (Thank you!) for your support. Together we will get through this.

We look forward to some new marine safety education projects in the works that we will be excited to tell you about later this year! In the meantime, be kind to each other on land and at sea, and wear your flotation!

Managing Sleep Deprivation Risks

Is there anything harder to get on a commercial fishing boat than sleep? The pressure to keep the gear in the water and working, whenever possible is relentless. Between short seasons, tides, bad weather, and mechanical breakdowns, it’s no wonder that sleep often takes a backseat to whatever task is at hand.

We all know that sleep is important, but most of us overestimate our ability to perform when short of sleep. Studies have shown that after nineteen hours of wakefulness, your ability to perform mental and physical tasks are equivalent to someone that is legally drunk.

One of the first casualties of sleep deprivation is concentration. Sleep researchers have coined the term, “microsleeps” for the momentary periods of inattention we experience when sleep deprived. During a microsleep, we briefly lose sensory awareness and muscular control. While lasting only seconds, microsleeps can cause one to lose control at critical moments, such as when driving. Fatigue related accidents kill one person every hour in the U.S.

Getting only four hours of sleep per night for six days has the same effect on your performance as going twenty-four hours without sleep. The same is true of sleeping only six hours per night for ten days. Getting caught up on lost sleep often takes more than a single night of good sleep. Multiple studies have shown that it can take several nights of eight or more hours sleep to fully recover performance after getting only four to six hours of sleep for a period of days.

The effects of chronic sleep deprivation increase, the longer you go without adequate sleep. There’s no point where it stops getting worse. Keep going and chronic sleep deprivation turns into acute sleep deprivation, where someone falls fully asleep. Every year boats go aground due to an overtired helmsman falling asleep during a wheel watch, often with tragic results.

Another casualty of sleep deprivation is judgement. There is a strong body of... (continued on page 3)
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... evidence that sleep deprivation can be a factor in poor decision making. Sleep deprivation has been implicated as a factor in the meltdown at the Chernobyl nuclear power plant, the grounding of the Exxon Valdez oil tanker, and the explosion of the Challenger space shuttle.

A 2015 study conducted at the Washington State University Sleep and Performance Research Center, suggests that poor decision making when sleep deprived results from a degradation of the brain’s ability to take in, process, and respond to new information. After 52 hours of wakefulness, participants in the studied showed almost no ability to respond accurately to new information in a rapid decision making, go/no go task.

Managing the risks of sleep deprivation requires a vessel operator to prioritize adequate sleep in their operations. Adequate sleep is 7 to 8 hours of sleep in a 24-hour period. Here are some things that can help with that.

Keep up on your boat’s routine and scheduled maintenance. Breakdowns don’t just cost fishing time, they also cost you and your crew time in the rack.

Take a pass on the bar. Time spent socializing will be better spent catching up on your ZZZs when you are short of sleep. Moreover, the effects of alcohol compound the effects sleep deprivation. Consider whether it’s really worth it to make that last set. Those extra fish might turn out to be pretty expensive, if you fall asleep and run aground on the way to the cannery.

Follow up periods of short sleep with periods of adequate rest. You may go a few days on 4 to 6 hour of sleep without a problem. But, follow it up with an adequate recovery period of rest or you may push yourself and your crew to the point where an accident is inevitable.

Risk management is a big part of any commercial enterprise and fishing is no different. Getting adequate sleep for your crew and yourself will make everything else you have to manage, that much easier.

AMSEA Lifesaver Awards

There are so many people in the AMSEA network who deserve to be honored for their work in marine safety, but at this time we wish to honor two women in different parts of the U.S., who have had a long history of providing access and direct training to mariners and future mariners: Sara Fisken and Marian Allen.

Marian Allen

Marian began as a volunteer, then worked at AMSEA in the 1980s, when our office opened in Sitka. She volunteered to manage our growing inventory of training gear and to maintain and repair immersion suits, PFDs and life rafts, sometimes at her own expense. She soon became involved teaching AMSEA’s Mariner’s First Aid and training marine safety skills to children.

With a degree in childhood education and teaching experience in public and private alternative schools, Marian brought professional children’s education experience to AMSEA. She understood that today’s children will be tomorrow’s mariners and that it is easier to instill good habits on the water at an early age. She also brought many years of skiff, kayak, commercial fishing, and remote, off-the-grid living experience to her classes. (Continued on page 4)
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Along with Alaska Sea Grant agent, Dolly Garza, Marian was instrumental in working with Sitka School District parents and teachers, advocating for and teaching AMSEA training in rural communities. Due to their efforts over the last 25 years, every 1st, 3rd, 5th and 7th grade student in Sitka public schools receives marine safety training. AMSEA’s marine safety training partnership with the Sitka School District has been has been a successful prototype for a maritime community. Many of the children she taught in school programs, have gone on to take over their parent’s commercial fishing operations. She also co-wrote AMSEA’s hands-on, children’s marine safety curriculum and trained hundreds of teachers in Alaska schools and in Maine.

Marian made her own marine safety puppets for training young children and gained the rapt attention of first graders when she taught marine safety in her marine safety puppet plays, during the Super Saturday programs she taught. She co-wrote AMSEA’s Cold Water Kids (CWK) curriculum with Sue Jensen and AMSEA staff, which contained many interdisciplinary shore survival and hands-on boating safety activities. Eventually, CWK evolved into the Kid’s Don’t Float training program used by the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary and the Alaska State Boating Program. Many of these CWK lesson plans were incorporated into AMSEA and Alaska Sea Grant’s four-volume, Surviving Outdoor Adventures, which Marian helped write and field test. Curriculum from Surviving Outdoor Adventures has been taught in 80% of Alaska schools.

Marian and other women at AMSEA developed the Boating without the Boys, boating safety workshops. Taught by women, for women, these workshops have been very popular in the communities where we have offered them. Marian also brought AMSEA training into Head Start programs and to rural SE Alaska communities with support from the Crossett Fund.

Although Marian has retired, she still makes herself available to help AMSEA training and education efforts when she can fit it in around her other activities. Marian has played an important role in many of AMSEA projects over the decades. We are so glad to honor her efforts by this AMSEA Lifesaver Award.

Sara Fisken

Since 1982, Sara Fisken, has worked as a Washington Sea Grant agent, affiliated with the University of Washington in Seattle. Sara has commercial fishing experience as a salmon troller off the Washington coast, dating back to the 1970s. She worked on a factory trawler in the Bering Sea and for nine seasons was one of a handful of women in the Southeast Alaska purse seine fleet. She is also a competent sailor. Fishing in the days before immersion suits and safety training, she came to appreciate the value of prudent safety measures. This background helps immensely in her work to improve safety and operations on the water in her classes. (continued on page 5)
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...Since 1993, Sarah has coordinated and facilitated AMSEA's Coast Guard-accepted safety classes for commercial fishermen. These workshops have been widely credited with reducing fatalities at sea. Of special note is the work she has done in marine safety training with the Makah, Quinault, and Suquamish tribes, and other tribal fisheries. Working with instructors Eric Olsson, Steve Harbell, and Joseph Peterson, Sara has coordinated 131 Emergency Drill Conductor and Survival Equipment and Procedures courses in eleven Washington fishing ports, from Bellingham to Westport, which have trained 1,042 commercial fishermen.

In addition, Sara coordinates classes on marine weather, watch standing, and Coast Guard-approved first aid at sea, a course she helped design. She coordinates hands-on workshops on such essential technologies as marine hydraulics, refrigeration, and small-engine repair, and works with tribal and non-tribal fishermen to upgrade the quality and prestige of their products.

Sara has worked long and hard at coordinating, facilitating, and teaching marine safety courses that have prevented casualties at sea from occurring and helped victims of casualties to survive. In recognition of her hard work and successful training programs, we are happy to honor her with the AMSEA Lifesaver Award. Thank you Sara for your tireless efforts to give fishermen access to hands-on, performance based, marine safety training!

THANK YOU!

AMSEA extends a big thank you to the following donors of goods and services:

- Jim Cernak at Thundercat Marketing for the donation of five pairs of Bekina StepliteX boots for trial, feedback, and for use in training.
- Antoinee Jeanine at Boarding Ring for a trial pair of their anti-seasickness glasses.
- Trident Seafoods for the donation and shipping of twenty-four immersion suits for use in training.
- Alaska Department Fish and Game, Sitka office for a donation of used office furniture.
- Sitka Sound Ocean Adventures for the donation of ten new PFDs.
- Juneau Arts and Humanities Council and Patricia Hull for performances of the play, Mother Jones in Heaven, as an AMSEA fundraiser.
- Lummi Fisheries Supply (LFS) for the donation of a new immersion suit.
- Garmin International for the donation of an InReach satellite communication device.
- Kent Safety Products for the donation of Rogue, Rogue II, and Mesh Deluxe PFDs.
- The many commercial fishermen that have made donations of expired life rafts and used immersion suits, usable for training.

Did you know that you can take up to a $500 tx deduction for donating your used life raft to AMSEA? Your donation of an immersion suit can be worth up to $100 as a tax deduction. Call (907) 747-3287 if you have marine safety equipment you wish to donate. Sorry, but we cannot accept outdated flares as tax deductible donations.
THANK YOU TO OUR MEMBERS!

Memberships provide needed support to keep critical training available to fishermen, recreational boaters, youth and thousands of other mariners. Want to join the ranks of AMSEA supporters? Complete and mail in the enclosed membership form or join online at https://www.amsea.org/membershipform.

Basic Members (up to $99)
Catarino Flores Jr. - Brownsville, TX
Dan Weatherly - F/V Annie P - Ester, AK
Daniel Cruz - F/V Lady Nova - Brownsville, TX
Daniel Lord - Dutch Harbor, AK
Doug & Susan Jensen - Sitka, AK
Edward Melvin - Seattle, WA
George Peek - Cape Canaveral, FL
Heather Lockwood - Sitka, AK
Jane Eisenmann - Kodiak, AK
John Stack - F/V Jetsam - Cordova, AK
Kim Dietrich - St. Petersburg, FL
Kim Kirby - F/V Josie J - Ketchikan, AK
Margaret Pommert - Seattle, WA
Marlene Campbell - Sitka, AK
Mary Chambers - Sitka, AK
Maureen Knutsen - F/V Jenny O. Daun - Naknek, AK
Michael Gentry - Punta Gorda, FL
Monia Christian - Petersburg, AK
Robert Furukawa - Washington, DC
Ron Bowers - Dillingham, AK
Zachery Schasteen - Snoqualmie, WA

Supporting Members ($100-$149)
Alaska Office of Boating Safety - Anchorage, AK
Andrew Walsh - F/V Atlantic Capes - Newport, RI
Bill & Etsuko Beebe - Juneau, AK
Brian Flory - Juneau, AK
Capt. John OLeary - F/V Capt Bligh - White Marsh, VA
Capt. Joseph Derie - Portland, OR
Charles Petticrew - F/V Arlice - Wrangell, AK
Claire Sallenbach - Petersburg, AK
Clarisse Khalsa - Hampton Bays, NY
Classic Casting LLC - Sitka, AK
Dan Cary - Cathlamet, WA
David Martin - F/V Kaguyak - Clam Gulch, AK
Earl Jeffrey - F/V Shiloh - Klawock, AK
Ed Dennehy - Fairhaven, MA
Ed Murphy - M/V Tulchina - Homer, AK
Gay Sheffield - Nome, AK
Gone Again Charters - Moose Pass, AK
James Herbert - F/V Kingfisher - Homer, AK
Jayne Andreen & Patrick Sheppard - Douglas, AK
Jeff & Martha Pearson - Sitka, AK
Jeffrey Davis - Bristol, PA
Jennifer Ferdinand - Kenmore, WA
Jennifer Lincoln - Greenacres, WA
Jerry LeMaster - Cordova, AK
Jon McVeigh - Seattle, WA
Katie Connor - Fritz Creek, AK
Leigh McCue - Washington, DC
Linnea Walsh - Newport, RI
Lurilla Lee - Seattle, WA
Marian Allen - Sitka, AK
Nazary Basargin - F/V Foreigner - Homer, AK
Nick Olmstead & Molly Kemp - Tenakee Springs, AK
Reba Temple - F/V Cloud 9 - Homer, AK
Richard Seigel - F/V Humpy Cove - Kapaa, HI
Robert Nguyen - Buras, LA
Ronald Kinnunen - Munising, MI
Sara Wilson - F/V Tremont - Newport, RI
Sean Hovik - F/V Pacific Star - Sitka, AK
Southeast Alaska Regional Dive Fisheries Association - Ketchikan, AK
Tim Obert - Scotts Valley, CA
Tremont Fisheries - Lakeville, MA
Tristan Victoroff - Spokane, WA

Fishing Vessel/Donor Members ($150-$249)
Andrew Callistini - F/V Palma Bay - Sitka, AK
Chris Angel - F/V Samantha Lynne - Ketchikan, AK
Derek Gibb - F/V Nolan Michael - Petersburg, AK
Elidon Russell - Astoria, OR
Fishermans Quay - F/V Morning Mist - Sitka, AK
Frederick J. Mattera- West Kingston, RI
Greg & Becky Charlton - Sitka, AK
Hillary Strayer - Anchorage, AK
James & Eileen Swift - Sitka, AK
Jamestown Fisheries - Sitka, AK
Karl Johnson - F/V Look Out - Haines, AK
Katie & Robin Dexter - F/V Labyrinth - Bellingham, WA
Maritime Safety Survival Training LLC - Kenmore, WA
Mathew Alward - Allward Fisheries LLC - Homer, AK
Michael Sardina - Monterey, CA
Michael Schmit - F/V Maverick - Ketchikan, AK
Renee Alward - F/V Challenger - Homer, AK
Richard Curran - F/V Cherokee - Sitka, AK
Richard Ogg - F/V Miss Peggy - Bodega Bay, CA
Rob & Deb Eckley - F/V Ariel - Cordova, AK
Robert & Peggy Barry
Ron Hilburger - Portland, OR
Steve Fish & Kari Johnson - Sitka, AK
Torie Baker - F/V Delta Tango - Cordova, AK

Non-Profit/Contributing Members ($250-$499)
Alaska Bering Sea Crabbers - Seattle, WA
Alaska Longline Fishermens Association - Sitka, AK
Bristol Bay Economic Development Corporation - Dillingham, AK
Britt Elliott - Vallejo, CA
Christine & Charles Horan - Sitka, AK
F/V Coral Lee - Sitka, AK
Gulf Fishermen's Association - Escanaba, MI
Julie Matweyow - F/V Lindsey Marie - Kodiak, AK
Mike & Wendy Rudolph - Battle Ground, WA
Paula Cullenberg & Peter Crimp - F/V Arvid & F/V Alder - Anchorage, AK
Rachel Myron & Steve Lewis - Tenakee Springs, AK
United Catcher Boats - Seattle, WA
United Cook Inlet Drift Association - Soldotna, AK
United Fisher of Alaska - Juneau, AK

Corporate/Sustaining Members ($500-$999)
Alaska Boats Permits, Inc. – Homer, AK
Barbara & Butch Hewlett - F/V Miss Barbara Ann - Marathon, FL
Capt. Kathleen Flury - Ketchikan, AK
Hercules SLR (US) Inc. - New Bedford, MA
Dorothy Kelly - Sitka, AK
NOAA Fisheries - Pascagoula, MS
Omega Protein, Inc. - Abbeville, LA
Overboard Solutions, LLC - Philadelphia, PA
Pat Dye - Cooper Landing, AK
Peter Schonberg - F/V Equinox - Kailua-Kona, HI
Savage, Inc. - F/V Savage - Seattle, WA
Southeast Alaska Regional Health Consortium - Sitka, AK
Tom Marsh - F/V Savage - Ketchikan, AK
Welcome Aboard Boat Brokers - Sitka, AK

Benefactor Members ($1,000 or more)
Trident Seafoods - Seattle, WA

ALASKA MARINE SAFETY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION
2924 HALIBUT POINT ROAD, SITKA AK 99835
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AMSEA Membership:
Support training. Save lives.

Member Details:  □ Individual  □ Organization

Name(s):

Company or Vessel:

Address:

City, State, Zip:

Phone:

Email:

Website (we will link it on our member page onlinel):

Select your 2020 Member Premium
(for memberships $100 to $149)

□ AMSEA Seven Steps, 10 Liter Dry Bag. Water resistant, high visibility orange, imprinted with the Seven Steps to Survival.

(for memberships $150 or more)

□ AMSEA hand thrown mug by Deneen Pottery. Navy w/ white glaze.
- or -
□ Saddle cotton logo cap. Dark, forest green. Light weight, looks good.
- or -
□ Summer weight cotton logo cap. Dark, forest green. Light weight, looks good.

Want our newsletter?

□ Yes!  Please send me Marine Safety Update by:
	 Email  ☐
	 Mail  ☐
□ No thanks.

Select Your Membership Level:

□ $50 - Basic Member
□ $100 - Supporting Member *
□ $150 - Fishing Vessel / Donor Member *
□ $250 - Non-Profit / Contributing Member *
□ $500 - Corporate / Sustaining Member *
□ $1,000 or more - Benefactor Member *
□ or choose your own - $___________

*Memberships at $100 or more are eligible for a premium

Form of Payment: ☐ Visa  ☐ Master Card
Card # _____________________________
Expires ____________  3 Digit Code ____________
☐ Check/Money Order Enclosed

With your membership, you get:

• Subscription to AMSEA’s quarterly newsletter, Marine Safety Update
• 15% off an assortment of retail items including books, DVDs, survival kits and more
• Recognition of your contribution in AMSEA’s Marine Safety Update and on our website
• Non-profit and corporate members are eligible for discounted AMSEA training rates

AMSEA is a 501(c)3 non-profit organization and your contributions, less the value of any premium, may be tax deductible. Please consult your tax advisor.
Gifts to AMSEA help save mariner lives and are a sound investment for the donor. Whether your goal is to lower your taxes or leave a legacy that supports the values of commercial fishing, recreational boating or coastal communities, AMSEA offers information on wills and estate-planning to make this easier.

We will partner with you and your advisor to find creative ways to support safety training now and for future generations of people who live and work on the water.

To start a conversation about making a planned gift to the Alaska Marine Safety Education Association, please call 1-907-747-3287.